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Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. With over 40 years satisfying customers in the Tri-state area, The Thompson
Organization is second to none. All of our Pre-Owned vehicles have been given a seal of
approval by our award winning, state of the art service department. They have also undergone
our meticulous detailing process to ensure they are as close to 'NEW' as possible. Some
exclusions Stop in to experience the Thompson difference today!! Recent Arrival! Customer
must finance the vehicle using a dealership's lender with dealership's assistance. Second key,
floor mats, and owner's manual may not be included in sale price. Expenses associated with
registration, tags, taxes and titling are calculated at the time of sale and are the responsibility of
the consumer. These charges represent costs and profits to the Dealer for items such as
inspecting, cleaning, and adjusting vehicles and preparing documents related to the sale.
Camry LE, 4D Sedan, 2. Service records are included with the purchase of this well-maintained
pre-owned vehicle. Clean interior? How about flawless. This Toyota Camry looks like has never
been used. This impeccably built Toyota Camry XLE comes with a plethora of added features
that have made this vehicle a unique find. These options will simply amplify the experience of
owning and driving this wonderfully crafted Toyota. Added comfort with contemporary style is
the leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Toyota Camry XLE. We
look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. Beautiful white exterior
color with a grey interior. The vehicle was very well kept and maintained. Come buy America's
number 1 family sedan! Call Beyond Motors to schedule your test drive. More Photos: Excellent
Credit? Rates as low as 3. As Low As 4. Open Bankruptcy is OK. Your job is to pick your car
and let us handle the rest! Beyond Motors provides high quality vehicles at the lowest prices
guaranteed! All of our cars go through precise diagnostic in our in-house Service Center to
ensure that they are in perfect driving condition inside-out before our valuable clients drive
away! We also offer a variety of warranties at very competitive prices for your peace of mind.
Please, stop by and experience a different used car buying experience. Spruce Mica exterior
and Bisque interior, LE trim. Feel free to browse our inventory online, request more information
about vehicles, set up a test drive or inquire about financing! Use for comparison purposes
only. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start
up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car
to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas
I4 2. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty
is available. Very nice Camry LE. Well maintained. Just serviced and detailed. This car runs
unbelievably well. Must drive it to appreciate how nice this car is. Price reduced to sell it now.
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. This vehicle has had a point service inspection completed by
AutoNation Certified Technicians, to give you a Quality Certified Vehicle. It comes with a 90 day
or 4, miles whichever comes first , AutoNation Limited Warranty, at no extra charge. Options
include: Check out these features. Fuel efficient. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, not covered
by a warranty. We understand that buying a new or used car is a big investment of both your
time and money, so we are dedicated to making your car buying experience as easy and
stress-free as possible. Our team of knowledgeable and friendly sales associates is ready to
guide you through your car purchase and prepared to answer any and all questions you have
about our vehicles. We will listen to your needs and wants and recommend the best cars for
your lifestyle and budget. If you're looking for a quality used vehicle without overpaying, look
no further than Nalley Nissan of Cumming! We have an extensive collection of used and
Certified Pre-Owned Nissans available. Not only do we carry used Nissan inventory, but we also
boast a large selection of used cars from other top manufacturers. Our used car inventory is
always changing, and all of our cars are carefully inspected, reconditioned and detailed before
they are put on the lot. We also have a staff of financial experts at Nalley Nissan of Cumming
here to help answer your questions regarding auto loans and leases. Want to know about
interest rates, loan terms, or our credit establishment programs? Contact our team to get all the
information you need to make an informed decision. We work with customers from all kinds of
credit backgrounds every day and are confident that we can help you obtain a financing or lease
agreement that will fit into your budget. Call to schedule an appointment to speak with one of
our product or financial specialists today! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6

cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Know The Deal. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'm not your typical highway-only driver. I live in the country
on dirt roads. I drive this car hard and fast. It gets driven through mud and down dirt roads
every day. When I finally make it onto the highway, I drive it at least 60 miles a day and usually
closer to miles a day. I bought this car used with 25, miles on it. I now have , I did that around ,
miles. It came with a lot of warranty but I never had to use it. I drove the miles out pretty fast
because I drive a lot. The only problem I have is my road is terrible so I wear tires out pretty fast.
I get mud on the inside of the tires and they wear unevenly sometimes. But, that is not the cars
fault. I have had two deer hit the car on the drivers side. It did some cosmetic damage, but the
car held firm on the road and no passengers were injured. So, it can take a hit and keep on
trucking. The last hit was pretty hard. I never hit my breaks because I didn't see it coming. So,
the air bags did not deploy and were not needed. It was a large buck. Took out most of the front,
drivers side. But, I'm still driving it. The insurance company says it will cost more to fix it than it
is worth so that tells you the damage. I think this car is amazing. And, if I can drive it off-road,
you should be fine driving it on paved roads. All the bells and whistles still work - windows roll
up and down, AC works, etc. I have had to add some freon the last couple of summers.. If I were
being overly picky, my only complaints would be I don't like the USB connection location. It is
hard to get to. And, it doesn't charge when the car is off. It does have cigarette lighter chargers
that are better located. But, the fuze went out and I haven't replaced it. Tthe charcoal gas
emissions thing is malfunctioned and makes it hard to pump gas. The pump clicks off several
times before i the car is full. This happened on my previous camry also. I think the canister is
full of dirt. But, it is expensive to fix so I live with it. If you have the chance to purchase a Camry,
do it. You won't regret it. I also average mpg and I drive at least 75 mph because I'm in Texas
and we do that here. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Originally compact in size narrow-body ,
later Camry models have grown to fit the mid-size classification wide-body â€”although the two
sizes co-existed in the s. Since the release of the wide-bodied versions, Camry has been
extolled by Toyota as the firm's second " world car " after the Corolla. Diesel fuel versions have
previously retailed at Toyota Diesel Store. The Vista Ardeo was a wagon version of the Vista V
Between and , the Camry nameplate was delegated to a four-door sedan model in Japan, known
as the Celica Camry. When Camry became an independent model line in with the V10 series,
Toyota made it available as a five-door liftback in addition to the sedan. The subsequent Camry
V20 series, debuted in with a station wagon substituting the liftback body variant and
Japan-only hardtop sedans making their debut. The company replaced the V20 in with the V30
sedan and hardtop, but this model series was exclusive to Japan. Automotive tax regulations in
that country dictated the retention of a narrower body as used in previous Camry generations.
However, overseas demand for a larger Camry resulted in the development of a wide-body XV10
sedan and station wagon that arrived in When the Japanese market received a new narrow-body
V40 series in to replace V30, the wide-body XV10 continued unchanged. It was not until the
narrow V40 ended manufacture in that the Camry in Japan was to again mirror the cars sold
internationally. Japanese sedans dropped the Gracia suffix in , although it was retained by the
wagon until its demise. From , the Vista ended its Camry alignment, and instead branched into
an independent model line with the V50 series for an extra generation before the nameplate was
withdrawn in The next wide-body model, the XV30 , came in Now sold only as a sedan, it now
offered two different front- and rear-end design treatments. Japan and most global markets
received one style; a separate, more conservative version covered markets in East and
Southeast Asia. With the XV40 of , the Camry-derived Aurion become the donor model for the
more conservative Camry sold in this region. The subsequent XV50 series, sold from until , has
resulted in even more markets adopting the alternative body panels, such as Japan and Eastern
Europe. The current generation is called the XV The relationship continues to this day, but over
the generations, the ESâ€”sold as the Toyota Windom in Japan from through to â€”gravitated
further away from its Camry brethren. Badge engineering has also occurred in Australia with the
Holden Apollo between and From , Toyota Australia badged V6-engined versions as Camry
Vienta, becoming Toyota Vienta in until the badge's departure in Between , the Toyota Aurion
model from Australia was derived from the V6 Camry, but with revised front-end and rear-end
styling treatment and a partially refurbished cabin. The "Camry" nameplate originated on a
four-door sedan approximate to the Toyota Celica called the Celica Camry. Strictly speaking,
Celica Camry is not the first generation of Camry, but rather its predecessor. Celica Camry uses
the front-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout and in A40 guise, a standard four-link rigid axle
suspension system with gasoline inline-four engines displacing 1. In August , Toyota released
high-end models with four-wheel independent suspension , denoted A50 front MacPherson
struts , rear semi-trailing arm setup; four-wheel disc brakes. Toyota started production of the

first generation series Camry in March at the Tsutsumi plant. These cars served above the
comparably sized Toyota Carina and Corona in the Toyota hierarchy. Development of the V10
series Camry and Vista began in August following the oil crisis and would later cover the crisis.
Coil spring independent suspension features by way of a MacPherson strut type with stabilizer
and strut bar up front, and a MacPherson rear setup with parallel lower arms. Powertrain design
was reassessed for front-wheel-drive and this generated a foundation for which other models
were developed. In addition, automatic transmission fluid was used for the lubricating oil in
order to reduce friction. Buyers could specify sedan or liftback bodies with a five-speed manual
transmission or extra-cost four-speed automatic paired to the 2. For Australia, the Camry
rangeâ€”based on the Vista front stylingâ€”was limited to a single-grade GLi liftback variant
between April and April Europe and the United Kingdom received both body variants when
released there in mid â€”these were available in the gasoline DX trim 1. The second generation,
V20 series Camry went on sale during August in Japan. The V20 Camry originated from a time at
Toyota when considerable cost and attention to detail was engineered into its cars such as
high-quality materials and build quality to transcend the competition. All engines now use fuel
injection exclusively and were common to Camry and Vista. Entry-level customers were offered
the carry-over "Ci" 1. North American market V20 series Camry sedan and wagons came to the
market in late for the model year. All Camry station wagons for the United States originated
from Japan, while sedans were a mix of Japanese built and American built, with the ratio of
American built sedans increasing yearly. The four-wheel-drive Camry, dubbed All-Trac was
introduced for and a 2. The V6 was fuel-injected with 24 valves, and dual overhead camshafts.
The model year saw a slight upgrade in horsepower for V6 models, from to Color keyed door
handles and grille also appeared on DX and LE models, along with a new ignition chime. In
addition, the DX model gains new standard color keyed bumpers, new interior cloth that
replaces the older tweed, and new hubcap designs on both DX and LE models. Toyota Australia
released the second generation Camry in April CS cars added a tilt steering column to which the
CS-X adds a key lock warning system. The sedan-only Ultima grade gains power windows,
cruise control, automatic transmission as standard, velour trim, and a nine-stage graphic
equalizer for the audio system. In August , there was a small Apollo facelift, given the
designation JL, with an altered model range. The Executive pack was now no longer offered,
and a sports version, dubbed GS was introduced in both body variants. Introduced exclusively
to Japan in July , the Camry V30 carried forward the four-door sedan and a differently styled
hardtop sedan. An updated model appeared in July The Camry V40 appeared in July exclusively
for the Japanese market. The Toyota Vista twin continued on, although the Camry Prominent
hardtop was no longer offered; only the Vista was available as a hardtop. As before in previous
generations, the Camry was exclusive to Toyota Corolla Store , while the Vista was only
available at Toyota Vista Store locations. Engines for the V40 were a 1. At launch only the 2.
Toyota updated the V40 in June In the update anti-lock brakes and dual air bags became
standard equipment. After , the Japanese market Camry and international Camry became in-line
with each other, with the Vista taking over the V30 and V40 Camry roles. The V50 generation
was not available as a Camryâ€”only as a Vistaâ€”as a sedan, plus a station wagon called Vista
Ardeo. Vista V50 is significant because it's one of the first fruits of Toyota's company-wide
platform renewal efforts known as the MC. Studies for new front-wheel drive FWD platform and
packaging layout began in and appeared on market in December in the Toyota Prius , but the
Vista is the first mass-production, FWD Toyota with a new platform. With this platform, Toyota
trades the rear MacPherson struts for a torsion beam axle setup. A double-wishbone setup is
available for all-wheel drive. Toyota also flipped the engine orientation so that the intake
manifold is in front, improving space efficiency. Production for the Vista ended in September ,
as Toyota prepared to rename the Vista dealers as the Toyota Netz dealership network. The
move to simplify Toyota's dealership came in light of the pending Lexus launch in Japan,
planned for August In April the process was complete and all Vista dealers became Netz
dealers. In October , the Vista was replaced by the second generation Avensis. Toyota replaced
the compact V20 Camry with the Japanese market-only V30 series in However, international
markets such as Australia and North America received a widened version of the V30, known as
the XV10 series. Particularly in the United States, this narrower model was seen as
compromised, thus limiting its sales potential. A notable point of the "Wide body" SXV10 Camry
is the influence of engineering developed from the launch of Lexus and the LS, which came to
market just a few years prior to its public debut. In an interview with Automotive News, Chris
Hostetter, group vice president for Toyota NA, admitted that the Camry was considered by many
company insiders to be more of a "Lexus product" than most Toyota badge cars, going on to
mention that it borrowed technologies such as hydraulically powered cooling fans directly
developed from the ES Also according to Automotive News, some company insiders considered

it too upscale for its price point and the market segment it was set to compete within mid-sized,
mid-segment. It was Robert McCurry in conjunction with Dave Illingworth and Jim Press, who,
with great initial opposition from the Japanese executives, convinced the Japanese company
that the Camry be re-designed, enlarged, and shaped to resemble a scaled-down LS with a more
affordable FWD format, to help establish the reputation of Lexus , which at the time was still in
its infancy and lacked brand heritage. The intensive platform and component sharing with the
ES allowed Toyota to leverage costs better to allow the SXV10 Camry's high level of
specification at a reasonable price. Many insiders of Toyota argued even after critical acclaim
that the SXV10 Camry overlapped too greatly with Lexus, even though Chris Hostetter, current
vice president of advanced technology research at Toyota, believed the model had to be
developed to develop buyers who would become interested in Lexus. The smaller V30 Camry
varied in other areas besides the size. Although the underpinnings , doors and fenders , and
overall basic design cues were common between the two cars, the smaller Camry sported
harder, more angular front- and rear-end styling treatment, with the wide-body model presenting
a more curvaceous silhouette. This was a departure from the V20 generation Camry which,
although had many more rounded panels than the V10 series, was nevertheless generally
slab-sided in shape. A two-door Camry would not be reintroduced until , with the Toyota Camry
Solara. The Japanese V30 model was replaced by the Camry V40 in , however, this was also a
Japan-only model. International markets instead retained the wider XV10 until it was replaced by
the XV20 in The V40 and XV20 models were sold alongside one another in the Japanese market
until At this time, the Vista V50 took the place of the V40, ending the period of separate Camrys
for the Japanese and international markets. The XV10, at its most basic level, offered a 2. Power
and displacement increases were also received for the V6 engine. The 3. Only a sedan
configuration was available. These were also marketed and sold into Namibia , Botswana and
Zimbabwe. A variant of the UK market V6 model - detuned to run on 91 rather than 95 octane
unleaded petrol - was launched in New Zealand in These Japanese-built models were replaced
with an Australian-made line, with unique New Zealand specification, in at which point the 2.
Design work was frozen in early and later launched in the United States in September and Japan
in December It continued as a sedan and station wagon called the Camry Gracia in Japan ,
though the wagon was not sold in the United States. This was the first generation where it was
sold in Japan as the Daihatsu Altis, replacing the Daihatsu Applause. In August for the model
year, the sedan models received a mid-model upgrade to the front and rear fascias, but
remained otherwise similar to the to models. All trim levels were available with either the 2. A
coupe was added in , and then a convertible form in In contrast to the coupe from the XV10
generation Camrys, the new two-door cars were given a separate nameplate Camry Solara , or
simply Solara. They were also a significant styling departure from the sedan. Camrys and
Solaras equipped with the 5S-FE 4 cylinder engine and appropriate trim package received the
S51 manual transmission, while those equipped with the 1MZ-FE 6 cylinder engine received the
E manual transmission. Released in September for the model year, [] Toyota released the Camry
XV30 series as a larger sedan, [] but without a station wagon for the first time. Toyota
redesigned this series from the ground up for the first time since the V30 and XV Until the model
year, the Camry Solara remained on the XV20 series chassis, and received only minor styling
upgrades to the front and rear ends. However, the Solara did receive the same 2. Compared to
the international version with a less conservative design styled by Hiroyuki Metsugi, approved ,
the Asian "prestige" Camry had a different distinctive design with more chrome, larger head
lamps and tail lamps and a general greater emphasis on its width. This generation of Camry saw
even greater differentiation between "regular" model sold internationally including Japan and
the "prestige" Camry sold in the rest of Asia. Between and , the regular Camry was also
rebadged as the Daihatsu Altis model, which sold alongside the Camry in Japan. The Daihatsu
differed only in badging, with no cosmetic changes. Power comes from a choice of four and
six-cylinder engines. The 2. It came with a five-speed manual or five-speed automatic
transmission. The Camry was facelifted in early for the model year with a redesigned fascia,
taillights, and an all-new 2. The Asian market Camry features different front and rear styling,
plus a revised interior. In Asia, the Camry occupied a higher end of the market, priced just
below entry-level German luxury models. The US Camry carried over three different engine
choices from the previous model. Starting with a 2. Power output has been increased mostly by
switching to electro-hydraulic power steering. All models except for the hybrids are standard
with six-speed automatic transmissions. No manual transmissions are offered. Hybrids are
equipped with an eCVT transmission. The SE model gets paddle shifters, and a stiffer
suspension. The new model has increased fuel economy due to lighter weight, a sleeker body,
and low rolling-resistance tires. A major facelift released to North America in April for the model
year updated most of the exterior panels. In this generation, the Camry line-up for the Japanese

domestic market was reduced to being just a single variant hybrid only. The Japanese market
will now share the same Camry model as the Asian market "prestige" Camryâ€”a design also
adopted by the Toyota Aurion XV50 , albeit with minor visual changes. The Brazilian market also
carries the Prestige variant instead of the one sold in North America only in the 3. North
American production started in June and sales began in late July Engine choices include a base
2. The only major component that is shared with the previous-generation is the Toyota emblem
on the front grille and rear trunk lid. Competing with mainstream and more affordable models in
Western markets, for other export markets in Asia and Latin America, the Camry is seen as a
luxury car where it sells strongly and serves as Toyota's flagship vehicle along with the Land
Cruiser. In the United States, except for , the Camry was the best-selling passenger car from
through However, since the introduction of the XV50 Camry in , sales of the wide-body models
in Japan have resurged, thanks, in large part, to the inclusion of Toyota's Hybrid Synergy Drive
system. The Camry is also a prolific seller within Australia. The Camry has profited within its
medium-sized class, where it has been its best selling since , beating traditional competitors
including the Mazda 6, as well as contemporary ones in that of the Ford Mondeo and Skoda
Octavia. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This is the latest accepted revision , reviewed
on 21 February Model series of Toyota cars. Motor vehicle. Compact car : â€” narrow-body
Mid-size car : â€”present wide-body. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive â€”present Front-engine,
four-wheel-drive â€”, â€”present. See also: Toyota Carina. Transverse front-engine,
front-wheel-drive Transverse front-engine, four-wheel-drive. Main article: Toyota Camry XV
Toyota K platform Toyota modular platform Australia. Main article: Toyota Aurion XV August
â€” October regular August â€” March prestige. Retrieved 12 December Car and Driver.
Retrieved 11 July New York City: Kodansha America. Since then many Toyota models have
taken up the 'Crown' theme. Retrieved 14 February Retrieved 29 October Poundbury : Veloce.
Toyota Motor Corporation. World Cars Pelham, New York : Herald Books. Archived from the
original PDF on 22 February Retrieved 16 January Retrieved 15 January Development of
Front-Wheel Drive Vehicles". Negotiations with Ford". Retrieved 19 February Textiles in
Automotive Engineering. Cambridge : Woodhead. This caused a swift reaction in Europe and
Japan, not as quickly reflected in the US, to 'downsize' the product and make, smaller, cheaper
and more fuel-efficient cars. The laws of aerodynamics ensured that gradually, many of them
began to assume similar shapes to reduce drag factors to a minimum. Hyderabad : Institute of
Public Enterprise. Washington, D. FWD vehicles were rare in , but their numbers grew rapidly in
the early s. Classic Japanese Performance Cars. North Branch, Minnesota : CarTech. Due to
declining sales, the T was the final Corona model offered in the United States. After , Toyota
found a new car to replace the Corona, opting for a front-wheel drive layout. You may even have
heard of it. It was called the Camry. Driving from Japan: Japanese Cars in America. The []
Camry was produced to replace the aging Corona and to compete with the Honda Accord,
which had a three-year head start on the market. To regain some of that share, the Camry was
designed to "one-up" the Accord with a longer wheelbase of The Truth About Cars. Toyota,
Aichi : Toyota Motor Corporation. The Camry's drivetrain was based on a new design that was
appropriate for Toyota's first FF car with a transverse-mounted engine. Modern Motor. Sydney :
77â€” But by putting the fuel tank under the back seat, Toyota has increased luggage space";
"MacPherson struts and stabilizer bars are fitted front and rear. Variable ratio rack and pinion
steering in standard"; "The orthodox brake set-up has ventilated discs at the front and drums at
the rear. They work well and have a double proportioning valve which, during a couple of
simulated emergency stops, kept premature lock-up at bay. An interesting innovation is that
sensors ping out an audible warning when the pad thickness gets to the point where you should
start worrying. The Christian Science Monitor. Retrieved 20 March Popular Mechanics. New
York City. The New York Times. Unique Cars and Parts. Retrieved 15 February Retrieved 24
February Curbside Classics. Retrieved 3 July In September , the [ Retrieved 16 February Like all
Toyotas, construction quality of the Camry is perfect. Herald Sun. Antoine, Arthur June National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. June Front discs are standard on all models but the SE
and CS only have rear drums whereas the CS-X and Ultima get rear discs with an integral drum
handbrake. Conversely, when the wagon is heavily laden and the distance between floor and
suspension is decreased, the lever moves up and the internal valves open to admit more
pressure to the rear brakes. Goo-net in Japanese. Retrieved 21 February Retrieved 20 February
Retrieved 17 February Part of the investment went to a major upgrading of AMI Toyota's
manufacturing and assembly plant in Port Melbourne, and to re-tooling of the Altona
panel-stamping and engine-building facility. So the locals had more say and more influence on
the Camry than any Toyota ever launched here. The launch itself was significant because local
production started less than six months behind the car's release in Japan. That's the shortest
ever lead time for a locally made Toyota. It has also meant that Australia is the first country

outside Japan to produce what Toyota describes as its latest world car. Archived from the
original on 23 February The SE] features include [ Not to forget other goodies, including central
locking, variable intermittent wiper and centre rear arm rest. The Ultima goes all-out luxury with
a list that extends to power windows, cruise control, automatic transmission as standard, velour
trim, and a nine-stage graphics equaliser for the audio system. March Sydney : An Executive
version of the Camry will be unveiled at the Melbourne motor show this month. Power steering
and air conditioning will be standard. This actually occurred in May , late in the JK Apollo's
production run. The Canberra Times. Retrieved 7 September Retrieved 8 September Monash
University. Retrieved 23 February Commodore Lion King: Celebrating 21 Years. On Friday 11
December at 2. It quickly became known as the 'Button Plan'. This blueprint was [ Power
steering and automatic transmission were standard fitment on Executives and SLEs. The
Executive variants had gone and the GS models were introduced to give the Apollo a sporty
flavour to its lineup. New York Times. Retrieved 21 October There's certainly a world of
difference between the sedan and hardtop shapes. The hardtop is different again [ ES shares
the Toyota Camry platform and drivetrain, which in this application is the same as Toyota will
introduce as an all-new model in September. While all but identical mechanically, the two cars
look entirely different. Motor Trader. Kuala Lumpur. Automotive News. Retrieved 17 August But
not the size. Cardiff : Veloce Publishing. Toyota had announced the Windom on the 30th
September , an attractive new four door saloon based on the front wheel drive Camry
Prominent. Retrieved 22 May Archived from the original on 5 June Japan: Toyota. Retrieved 12
January The genesis of the Camry's remarkable cultural crossover lay in Toyota's decision to
build its predecessor in the US. Realising American buyers wanted more shoulder room, Toyota
designed two versions â€” one which met the Japanese market requirement for a car under the
1. Is Offered for Sale in Japan". Agence France-Presse. Retrieved 10 April Strategic
management for the XXIst century. In August of [], import and sales of a new station wagon
manufactured by Toyota in Georgetown, KY, commenced. The car, called the Scepter, was the
first U. It is a right hand-drive version of the Camry wagon, which was introduced to the U.
Retrieved 5 January Publications International. Archived from the original on 3 April Retrieved
20 April August Archived from the original on 31 January Retrieved 6 December Retrieved 17
September Retrieved 20 July Retrieved 17 June Archived from the original on 17 April JB car
pages. Retrieved 10 August Car wheel and tire dimensions size, offset, PCD. Retrieved 29 July
Retrieved 3 March Wall Street Journal. Retrieved 2 September Retrieved 17 April Archived from
the original on 29 March Retrieved 25 July Retrieved 21 July Retrieved 30 June Arthur 24
January United States. Retrieved 1 April Retrieved 23 January Consumer Reports. US: Toyota.
Retrieved 18 September The Fast Lane Car. Retrieved 26 December â€” via YouTube. Hearst
Auto. Toyota Australia. Retrieved 20 August Automotive News Europe. Retrieved 14 January
Retrieved 8 October Retrieved 10 October Canadian Sales in Archived from the original on 7
May Retrieved 9 December The Auto Channel. Retrieved 9 January Retrieved 5 April John
Mellor. Retrieved 6 January Australia: Toyota. Retrieved 10 January The Motor Report. Retrieved
13 September Canada: Toyota. Toronto, Ontario: Toyota Canada Inc. Retrieved 8 January
Retrieved 24 October USA: Toyota. Archived from the original on 27 June Archived from the
original on 6 January Retrieved 18 August Archived from the original on 8 January Archived
from the original on 7 January Archived from the original on 18 January Retrieved 18 January
The Netherlands. Retrieved 10 February Archived from the original on 3 January Retrieved 7
January HEV Sales by Model". Retrieved 13 January Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota Financial
Services. Dyna Type 73 Medium Truck. Hidden categories: Pages with non-numeric formatnum
arguments CS1 uses Japanese-language script ja CS1 Japanese-language sources ja CS1
Russian-language sources ru CS1 Indonesian-language sources id CS1 Thai-language sources
th Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Wikipedia pending
changes protected pages Use dmy dates from August Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from May
Commons category link from Wikidata Official website different in Wikidata and Wikipedia.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Japan:
Toyota, Aichi Tsutsumi plant. Front-engine, rear-wheel drive. Camry DX sedan US; facelift.
Transverse front-engine, front-wheel-drive. Camry LE sedan Canada; pre-facelift. Osamu
Shikado []. July â€” JDM. Pre-facelift Camry sedan Australia. Pre-facelift Toyota Camry sedan.
Pre-facelift Camry regular. Daihatsu Altis Japan []. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Toyota Camry. Kei car. Pixis Epoch LA Pixis Space L Subcompact car. Porte AP Aygo AB Duet
M Passo AC Etios AK Starlet P Yaris XP Soluna L Vios XP Sprinter Carib L FunCargo XP Ractis
XP Compact car. Corolla Axio E Allex E Auris E Corolla FX E Corolla RunX E Prius XW Compact
luxury car. Altezza XE Blade E Sai AZK Brevis XG Compact wagon. Corolla Van wagon E Corolla

Fielder E Sprinter Carib E Altezza Gita XE Nadia XN Opa XT Carina Surf T Caldina T Mid-size car.
Corona T Premio T Camry Solara XV Avensis T Camry XV Windom XV Aurion XV Mark X X
Aristo S Mirai JPD Mid-size wagon. Mark II Wagon X Mark II Blit X Camry Gracia XV Full-size car.
Avalon XX Crown S Crown Majesta S Celsior XF Century G Sport compact car. Celica A Celica T
Curren T Carina A Cavalier TJG Carina T Allion T Carina ED T Zelas AT Sports car. Celica Supra
A Supra A Grand tourer. Soarer Z MR2 W MR-S W Crown Comfort XS Limited edition. Sera EXY
Classic YN Origin JCG Non-Toyota platform. Yaris Sedan. Tercel 4WD Wagon. Yaris Liftback.
Corolla FX. Camry Solara. Sport compact. Paseo C. Celica Supra. MR2 Spyder. C Vehicles
exclusive to Canada. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM.
Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in Hybrid. Prius Prime. Prius v. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. The manner in which staff communicated is not
acceptable. As examples, they assume I am unable to communicate in English because of my
surname. I also do not appreciate being referred to as a bro. More importantly, the vehicle price
was not as advertised. Entertained purchasing a vehicle thru them. After reading reviews I
contacts via email as I prefer written communication. All I needed was a out of the door rough
estimate but they will not do that via email. Especially during corona time you should probably
update that policy. Lacking in customer experience big time. I was not happy with this
dealership at all. Spoke to a sales guy Josh on the phone whom invited me out to see the
vehicle. I specifically told him i was gonna be driving an hour to come see the vehicle. Needless
to day he still let me drive out there only to pass me to a rookie sales guy whom tried to sale me
another car after informing me that the car I came to see was at another dealership being
serviced. The first guy should have know that before he even called me. Complete waste of my
time. Sales person said he will send all cars info I have chosen thru email, still I have not
received any info , 2 days past, very bad experience. Called the dealership and was contacted
immediately. He also followed up on the call for days. Out of the 6 dealers I inquired with,
Ahmad is the only one that contacted me by both email and phone. My son was approved for a
Nissan without any credit at a credit union and has an APR of 6. It's way better than my auto
loan lol! We look forward to purchasing cars from ICars in the future! Thank you Icars! Not trust
worthy at all. The dealer went above and beyond on purchasing this car. I felt that the dealer
was honest about the car and even provided extra services. I got an excellent deal and great
service! Dealer responded right away. Ended up buying a car. No pressure to buy extra warranty
which was great. Yes they contacted? I'm working getting my down payment. Anthony was
awesome and professional in his interaction. In my opinion, he went above and beyond in
salesmanship. He thoroughly answered all of my questions to my satisfaction and then some.
Highly recommend! Dillon Flanagan was an amazing sales rep within 24 hours this car was
delivered to my driveway over an hour away from the dealer. The customer service was top
notch. Thank you guys! Waist of time. Dealer was very friendly and helpful The sales process
went through fairly easy. Only a few things about the truck it was missing an owners manual
and a spare tire looking for the jack and lug wrench. Otherwise a good deal. All they did was tell
me first that they had taken a deposit on that car, and then that the car had sold. I had a great
experience, great customer service and very professional. I am going next week to get my
second car from them. This car Price at 11, one accident dirty inside and the final asking price
about 19, Rude management. I called to ask information regarding the challenger RT, the owner
seemed extremely uninterested in wanting to help me. Never asked me any questions, never
gave me any information regarding the vehicle. He answered the phone with a attitude as
though he didn't want to be at work. I had submitted a question and Don Yancy got back to me
right away. I ended up buying the SUV and was very happy about the process. We set up an
appointment for me to come look at the car and in about an hour I did the test drive, the
paperwork was done, it was paid for and it was mine. Very helpful. Spent quality time with me.
Helped educate me in areas that were new to me. They responded very quick and stayed in
touch till the very end. I would recommend them to all. Told him we were coming and he Was
not even at the lot when we had driven an hour to get there and car was not in excellent
condition. One of the bestselling cars of the past decade, the Toyota Camry debuted in for the
'83 model year and quickly gained popularity around the world, although primarily in North
America, Australia, and Asia. Primarily prized for its affordability, quality of build, and reliability,
the Camry, along with many of the vehicles coming out of Toyota's worldwide plants, took a big
hit in the quality and reliability categories when mechanical problems triggered massive recalls.
As a result, the venerable Toyota brand stumbled and continues to struggle to regain consumer
confidence, especially since certain Camrys built from to were involved in the recall. On the
plus side, the Camry continues to offer the features and attributes many prospective owners
seek. Its spacious, quiet cabin offers comfortable seating for five passengers, and drivers will
generally find the controls ergonomic and well laid out, though some owners say they have

difficulty seeing some displays in bright sunlight. Similarly, the Camry rides on a suspension
tuned for a smooth, comfortable ride, but some owners and reviewers find it too soft for sportier
driving. However, this hasn't presented a problem for most owners, particularly daily
commuters and those with families. Although its build quality has taken a hit, the Camry
continues to excel in affordability, and retains its reputation as a good value. In fact, in , U.
However, competitive automakers, especially the domestic Big Three, have taken advantage of
Toyota's problems to make inroads into the Camry's sales. On the plus side, this can result in
good deals for prospective buyers. Toyota freshened the Camry's exterior look in with a new
grille, headlights, and taillights. For , the Camry received a redesigned gas pedal problems with
gas pedals triggered the recalls as well as a new brake override system, designed to prevent the
Camry from accelerating when the driver's foot is depressing the brake. According to reports,
Toyota plans to give the Camry a complete design refresh for the model year, which should
include new exterior styling and a revamped interior. The Camry's platform and size, however,
should remain the same as the current version's. Originally part of the Celica line, the Camry
broke free in to forge its own identity. Available as both a four-door sedan and a five-door
hatchback, it stretched to inches, making it one of the longer Japanese imports. In the Toyota
lineup, the front-wheel-drive Camry slotted above the Corolla and the rear-wheel-drive Corona,
which it replaced in many markets, including the U. Power came from a 1. Toyota offered early
Camrys with either a five-speed manual or a four-speed automatic transmission. Even in its first
generation referred to internally as the V10 , the Camry's comfortable ride, quiet interior, good
gas mileage, and affordability attracted buyers worldwide. After giving the Camry a minor
refresh in with new headlights, taillights, instrument gauges, seats, and a larger glovebox, the
automaker launched the second generation dubbed the V20 in Like the original Camry, this
version had a narrow body and carried the compact car designation. In all, Toyota launched five
generations of the narrow-body Camry, with the third generation V30 appearing in , the fourth
V40 in , and the fifth the V50 in However, the latter generations of the narrow-body Camry were
not available in the U. For the second V20 generation, Toyota bumped up the engine's
horsepower to , and replaced the hatchback trim with a station wagon. In , the automaker
offered Camry trims with a new optional 2. The remaining narrow-body generations were
produced solely for the Japanese market, as the Camry switched to its current wide-body
platform for North American and other global markets starting in Although the wheelbase of the
first wide-body generation dubbed XV10 stretched only 1 inch longer than the narrow-body
version, overall it was 6 inches longer and two inches wider than its predecessor. It also
received a larger 2. Also in , antilock brakes became optional. In , a two-door coupe appeared,
but by it had disappeared. It re-emerged in as the Camry Solara, and was designed primarily to
compete with the Honda Accord Coupe. Toyota also added a passenger-side airbag for the
Camry in '94, and introduced side-impact airbags as an option for all Camrys in The XV20
generation appeared in , with a new front end and some rejiggering of the trim lineup, and in the
XV30 generation made its debut. Once again, for this generation, Toyota stretched the Camry's
dimensions, adding 2 inches to its wheelbase and 2. The automaker bumped horsepower for the
V6 engine to and introduced a new 2. In addition, Toyota dropped the station wagon from the
Camry lineup, in deference to the growing influence of SUVs. The XV40 generation, which
debuted in , saw the introduction of the Camry Hybrid, as well as a six-speed automatic
transmission for V6 trims. For , Toyota boosted power for the V6 to hp, while the four-cylinder
also saw a boost in power to hp. Such features as power door locks, stability control, and
traction control became standard on all Camry trims in Through all these changes and new
generations, the Camry continued to increase in popularity in the North American market,
although globally sales remained flat, in part due to the Camry's size and cost. Numerous
awards helped build the Camry's appeal, including Motor Trend's Car of the Year award in and
more Best Car for the Money awards than any other model, according to the automaker. In
addition, the Camry was the best-selling car in America for 12 of the last 13 years, and had the
best resale value of all cars in , according to Kelley Blue Book, attesting to the car's value,
affordability, and popularity with buyers. The Camry's popularity as a used car has obviously
taken a big hit due to the recent recalls. The voluntary safety recall for problems with gas pedals
affected certain Camrys built from to , especially four-cylinder trims. In addition, certain Camrys
built in the same year were recalled due to issues with the floor mats. As a result, prospective
owners concerned about safety issues may want to seek out Camrys built prior to , or cars from
the previous generation. These Camrys offer the same roomy cabins and comfortable ride as
the current generation, although some trims may not come equipped with safety features like
antilock brakes and a full range of airbags. Buyers may even want to look to the generation
prior to that, built from to , since many of those vehicles remain on the roads today, and some
are well-equipped with safety and comfort features. In addition, some Camrys built prior to are

still available, attesting to the model's overall build quality and reliability. The Camry's high
resale value can affect the cost of used vehicles, but those costs have been affected by the
recent recalls, so prospective owners can probably find good deals on used Camrys. In addition
to problems with the gas pedals, more recently built Camrys have had a few other quality
issues. The interiors of the Camrys, for instance, fell below the standards of some owners, while
others found the exterior design, steering, and performance somewhat dull, especially when
compared to competitive cars from motivated automakers. Similarly, prospective owners
seeking a sporty ride might want to avoid the Camry, which performs best in more routine,
around-town settings. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Toyota Camry. Email me price drops and new listings for
these results. Best deals first. Nissan Lewisville Lewisville, TX CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Read more. If you can't beat them, join them. That seems
to be Toyota's philosophy in updating the eighth generation of the Camry for the model year.
This latest version of the perennial best seller debuted. Pat Lobb Toyota of McKinney. Freeman
Toyota. Toyota Camry Reviews Review. If it has the 8 speed transmission then iam sketchy
about those.. I hear car makers are trying to make cars break down to make more money..
Awesome styling and great looks, with a powerful engine in the XSE V6! This car gets up and
go! It has a smooth, comfortable ride, with little road noise on the highway. The interior is
sophisticatedly designed and the red interior is soft and beautiful. I love the screen of the
stereo, and definitely it is a good value, I dont think its missing anything except a little cheaper,
Honda and Nissan. Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in
McKinney TX. Toyota dealers in Fort Worth TX. Toyota dealers in Denton TX. Toyota dealers in
Greenville TX. Toyota dealers in Corsicana TX. Toyota dealers in Weatherford TX. Toyota
dealers in Waco TX. Toyota dealers in Tyler TX. You can save this vehicle to My Garage by
simply signing in or creating a new account. Find your Toyota or Scion model so that we can
personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external site.
Select your vehicle to uncover all you need to know about your Toyota, from warranties on
replacement parts to manuals for unique vehicle needs. No Owner's Manuals were found for
your. No Accessories, Audio or Navigation manuals were found for your. No warranty
information was found for your. But it doesn't stop there. Emissions Coverage 1 Coverages vary
under Federal and California regulations. For Toyota hybrid vehicles beginning with model year
, the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original date of first use or , miles,
whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle
Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. We are proud to
announce a significant enhancement to our Hybrid Battery Warranty. Starting with the model
year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased from 8 years or , miles, to 10
years from date of first use, or , miles whichever comes first. This enhancement serves as an
indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and reliability of our products. The HV
battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty. Toyota Genuine Parts are built to
the highest standards of quality, durability and performance. Most have month coverage, and
there aren't many, if any, companies that offer a longer guarantee. For accessories purchased
after the new vehicle purchase, the coverage is 12 months, regardless of mileage, from the date
the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the remainder of any applicable new vehicle
warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with the exception of car covers. Car covers are
warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase and do not assume any coverage under the
Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota Certified Used Vehicle is put through a
point quality insurance inspection, with each Used Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new
Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance.
Learn more about features and functionalities for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior
components, we've got you covered. We've got the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the
exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer
offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and warranty information are the keys to quality
maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota
service manual. From warranties on Toyota replacement parts to details on features, Toyota
Owners manuals help you find everything you need to know about your vehicle, all in one place.

Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty information help with questions about your
vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules. Plus, learn more about what your Toyota
warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota warranty information helps you identify your
unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your
Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners manual free download option. Toyota
Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle. You're almost
there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To Explore. ToyotaCare Every new
Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance.
How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for your vehicle. Learn More.
Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact
specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Keys to Quality
Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join. Create an account
and get the most out of your Toyota today. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Find parts and accessories ,
add or update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to
Your Garage. Of note is a new powertrain: A new 2. For sporty performance, SE models get
additional tuning and output is bumped to horsepower, 21 more horsepower than the previous
4-cylinder engine. The new engine can be combined with a 6-speed manual transmission or a
6-speed automatic transmission with sequential shift, which replace the previous 5-speeds.
Outside, the front bumper and grille have been revised, with a larger lower intake and
headlamps, while the rear taillights are restyled as well. The Camry Hybrid receives a unique
grille and front bumper, with restyled fog lights and inch alloy wheels. Interior refinements
include an optional upgraded stereo system and Fraichir seating in the Hybrid, which blends
silk protein and synthetic fibers for a soft texture. Model value: The Toyota Camry continues to
live up to its reputation as one of the most sensible buys among midsize sedans, from the
frugal-but-well-equipped 4-cylinder CE model to the V6 XLE that flirts with having luxury-car
appointments. The Hybrid continues to be one of the most fuel efficient vehicles on the road, in
addition to ranking as one of the lowest carbon dioxide offenders in its segment. Model
overview: Toyota's Camry is available in many different trim levels, ranging from basic to
luxurious, with either an inline-4 or a V6. The new-for 2. The 3. Both engines feature Toyota's
variable valve timing with intelligence VVT-i system, which helps optimize power and efficiency
through the entire operating range. The Camry Hybrid pairs an Atkinson-cycle 2. This muscle is
delivered to the front wheels through a continuously variable transmission CVT. The Hybrid
also includes an "ECO" button that limits the power drawn by the climate control system and
slightly increases fuel economy. All Camrys come with impressive standard safety equipment,
including anti-lock brakes, electronic brakeforce distribution EBD and brake assist, along with
seat-mounted side air bags and side curtain air bags. Vehicle stability control VSC is also now
standard. Camry Hybrid models come with standard vehicle dynamics integrated management
VDIM , a stability control system that brings together inputs from the throttle, brakes, and
steering and is able to make minor corrections to maintain stability. The LE adds more features

like a power driver's seat and remote keyless entry. XLE trim includes a long list of upgrades
such as dual-zone climate control, a watt, 8-speaker JBL sound system with 6-disc changer and
Bluetooth compatibility, a power moonroof, reclining rear seats, aluminum wheels and fog
lamps. The sportier SE model adds a blackout grille, inch alloy wheels and a sport suspension
with lower ride height to the LE's equipment. All Camrys get a multi-function display that
includes trip-computer functions such as average fuel consumption, and the Hybrid model adds
information about the powertrain's performance. Standalone options available on the CE
include or inch alloy wheels and a rear spoiler. The performance-minded SE's options list
includes packages with an auto-dimming rearview mirror and a universal garage door opener,
heated seats and mirrors, and a navigation system. At the top of the lineup, the XLE's options
include the navigation system, heated seats and the Smart Key system. In short, there's a
Camry out there for nearly any driver. The option list for the Hybrid includes packages that add
a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, a JBL audio system with a 6-disc CD changer,
an auto-dimming rearview mirror with compass, and Bluetooth. Also available is a leather
seating package, a moonroof, and a navigation system. The Convenience Package adds heated
seats and mirrors. Failed to get data, please try again. Select Trim to compare Displacement 2.
Height Front Head Room in. Data Unavailable Third Hip Room in. Data Unavailable Third Leg
Room in. Data Unavailable Third Shoulder Room in. The affected vehicles may experience
compression of the seat cushion which may damage the seat heater wiring. Remedy SET will
notify owners, and dealers will disconnect the heaters with copper strand heating elements and
refund the purchase price of the seat heater accessory, free of charge. The recall is expected to
began in January Owners may contact SET customer service at The electrical wiring in the seat
heaters may be damaged when the seat cushion is compressed. Remedy SET will notify
owners, and dealers will disconnect the seat heaters, free of charge, and refund the purchase
price of the seat heater accessory. The recall began on July 14, Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a problem
completing your request. Please try again later. Skip to main content. Classic Silver Metallic
shown. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party Value. Enable Javascript to select another
vehicle. Color: Black. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has
been added to your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and
try again. See your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with other
owners View and update vehicle info. Close this window View Garage. The size class for cars is
determined by the interior passenger and cargo volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by
the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is the weight of the vehicle and its carrying
capacity. EPA estimates for fuel efficiency measured on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on
laboratory tests conducted by manufacturers according to federal regulations. This is typically
measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration and number of cylinders. The
transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Common configurations
include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of
people the car will hold. A unit to measure the power of engines. Error loading details for this
Vehicle, please try again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks
for and beyond: Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis"
was rebranded as "Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year
Select Genesis in the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The
all-new model is known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the
previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading
the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. About This Vehicle. Model strengths: Value;
available fuel economy and performance; roomy interior; luxury-car amenities; smooth, quiet
ride. Model changes: The Toyota Camry and Camry Hybrid enter the model year with a list of
enhancements inside and out, which include exterior styling, performance, safety, audio and
convenience features. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your search again
later. Does anyone else hear a knocking noise when you turn right or steer right? Collapse all
answers. Does anyone hear noise when turning from the rear wheel? Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. I have the SE 6 cylinder
engine and I'm approaching 57K miles. So far, everything has held up well except for tires and
batteries which of course need replacement from time to time especially in the hot Florida
climate. I wanted the larger engine but a back up camera, GPS, and heated seats were a part of
the package for this particular vehicle. I'm so used to them now that every future car MUST have

them. I especially miss the back up camera which I notice when using car rentals without the
feature. The ride is awesome; handling ok, ready for brakes I think as I notice some weakness
however for close to 60K miles; not bad! Overall, a great vehicle and I highly recommend them if
my SE Camry is any indication of the quality built into these vehicles. I purchased this Camry
for my wife in the first week it was available. It has been an amazing auto, it has miles on it and
so far all we have spent is for regular upkeep such as oil changes, air, and cabin filters and a
replacement set of tires purchased this year to replace the original factory tires. I know there
will be other repairs if we keep the Camry longer, but no complaints so far. I am not keeping
mine that long, but it just shows how long they can go with the proper care. Look, I'm going to
level with you--I'm not a gearhead. I don't need a car that feels sporty when I drive it around, or
something that makes me look cool. My friends who love cars laugh at me and my Camry.
Frankly, I'm a boring dude who wants a car that's reliable, gets good gas mileage, has plenty of
space, and comfortably gets me from place to place. My Camry is that car. I'm nearly eight years
into owning this car, and I've not had to deal with a single major repair. If I had to nitpick, I'd say
that the armrest is cheap, fragile item that I've had to replace three times because I always seem
to break it while leaning on it to get out of the car. But replacement armrests are cheap and easy
to find online. A car that gives you no problems over the course of eight years and , miles is
worth the trouble of a crappy armrest and an entertainment system that is undoubtedly
outdated by now. In short, as a boring guy who will drive this car until its wheels fall off and
then probably repair it and drive it some more , I couldn't be happier with my purchase of a
Camry. Fingers crossed that I've got a few more years to enjoy without car payments. This is an
excellent car. You will no go wrong if you buy a Camry. We purchased ours Toyota Camry SE 4.
In fact, we also drove this several times in 7 years to Orlando, Tampa, St. Augustine, Key West,
Islamorada, Miami. It's just amazing! Now we are buying a new car for the hubby he got a beat
up Camry and he cant let it go , we are not sure what to get yet but we might resort to Camry if
he cannot decide. I absolutely love this car! It's 11 years old and drives just as well as it did
when I first bought it. I've never had any major problems with it and it's super reliable. I
definitely will purchase another in the future. Images in this review. I put these in for my sister's
Camry, as she is broke. I watched YouTube videos, I found it to be surprisingly easy, the rear
brakes were slightly harder, but not bad. I was in a hurry on the front and put a pad in
backwards, which makes me sound like an idiot, but hopefully my mistake will motivate
somebody to rush less than I did, I also had to go back and put the spring back on. I rushed
because my sister is kind and I could tell she didn't want to think it was a lot of work. The mirror
fit as it should, it comes with a new gasket, the electric wire just unplugs from the mirror,
remove 3 nuts and there you go. The electric motor works as it should and the glass is fine,no
problems. One person found this helpful. I have bought Toyota's 3 times during my life, when I
upgrade each one has over , miles and they still run great. See all reviews. Color shown: Classic
Silver Metallic. Drag vehicle to Spin. Photos Interactive Previous page. Next page. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Transmission The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the
drive wheels. Seating The number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the
power of engines. Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not
Rated. Battery Range. Want to compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle. Front Wheel Drive.
Power Steering Adjustable Steering Wheel. Power Mirror s. Variable Speed Intermittent Wipers.
Steel Wheels. Automatic Headlights Daytime Running Lights. Cruise Control Power Windows.
EPA Classification. Fuel Tank Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi.
Steering Type. Gas I4. Trans Description Cont. Brake ABS System. Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type. Wheelbase in. Body Length Default
Value ft. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern.
Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Hip
Room in. Front Leg Room in. Front Shoulder Room in. Second Head Room in. Second Hip Room
in. Second Leg Room in. Second Shoulder Room in. Third Head Room in. Third Hip Room in.
Third Leg Room in. Third Shoulder Room in. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Refresh your Toyota Camry with

Genuine Accessories. Maximize everything that makes the Camry our best-selling vehicle, all
with the precise fit that only OEM accessories can of
parts diagram for craftsman lawn mower
jetta vr6 engine
pontiac 2010
fer. Toyota Parts Online and the authorized dealer network offers a selection to customize your
performance, comfort, and utility. Toggle navigation Parts. Search Go. You can edit the name of
your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again.
Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Only at
Participating Dealers. Restrictions May Apply. Home Toyota Accessories Camry Genuine
Toyota Camry Accessories. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features,
equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon
information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for
mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are
not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

